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Recent Political Highlights 

 Brazil gained its independence in 1822. Brazil underwent more than a half century of populist and military government until 
1985. The country continues to pursue industrial and agricultural growth and development of its interior. Exploiting vast natural 
resources and a larger labor pool, it is today South America’s leading economic power and a regional leader. High income 
inequality and crime remain pressing problems, as well as recent years’ slowdown in economic growth.  

 Dilma Roussseff was sworn in as Brazil’s first female president on 1 January 2011, marking the start of a new political era after 
eight years of rule by President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva. She will stand for re-election in October 2014. The political process in 
Brazil is characterized by the often-difficult relations amongst the executive and legislative bodies and the powerful state 
governors. Consequently, Rousseff’s ability to implement her political agenda depends on her capacity to form strong alliances 
within Congress.    

 Sagging confidence poses the biggest threat to President Dilma Rousseff’s chances of a second term in the October elections. In 
an effort to prevent voters from feeling the pinch, Ms Rousseff has loosened the fiscal reins. In May 2014 public spending was 
16% higher than a year earlier and revenues 8% lower. As a result Brazil posted its second-worst monthly primary budget deficit 
ever (ie, before interest payments).    

 Recent polls show Rousseff losing her comfortable lead ahead of the October 5th election among voters concerned with the 
weakening of the Brazilian economy and the rising cost of living under her administration. Many Brazilians are angry about the 
high cost of the stadiums that were built to host the recebt soccer World Cup. They say the $11 billion Brazil spent on the 
sporting event should have gone to improve deficient health, education and public transport according, according to a June 
2014 Thomson Reuters report.  

 Brazil does not have any border disputes with neighbouring countries. Instead, its main external threats come from drug 
production in nearby countries. The president’s administration has placed great emphasis on border security with Brazil 
mounting several large-scale security operations along its borders. The most recent such exercise, Agata 8, ran for three weeks 
from the beginning of May 2014 and was the largest to date, involving 30,000 members of the armed forces, police, and other 
government agencies.  

 There have been some tensions within the governing coalition and the government has suffered several defeats on issues that 
cross party lines. The coalition remains virtually intact but, as the 2014 election draws closer, allied parties will be tempted to 
demand a higher price for their continued support. Rousseff will also have to be on her guard against the emergence of new 
corruption allegations, as the renewal of the cabinet following a succession of scandals during her tenure means that it will be 
harder to pass off any new controversies as a legacy from the previous government. 

 Rousseff has been struggling to maintain a good relationship with the Partido do Movimento Democratico Brasileiro (PMDB) 
party. This has resulted in delays in voting and defeats on several important bills. The fragility of political alliances in Brazil 
means that there is always the risk of one or more of the allied parties withdrawing from the government. Calls within the PT to 
field popular former president Lula as the party’s presidential candidate in 2014 reflect a lack of confidence in President 
Rousseff’s leadership. 
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 At a meeting on 15 July 2014 in Brazil, the leaders of Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa announced that they were 
establishing a development bank which will be based in Shanghai to challenge the influence of venerable institutions like the 
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund.  

Recent Economic Highlights 

 Brazil has a population of 202,656,788 and a 90.4% literacy rate and is the largest country in South America. 
 IHS states the following regarding next year’s economic outlook: “on the external front, there is light at the end of the tunnel; 

the Brazilian economy will accelerate in 2015. At IHS, we do anticipate a more favorable external environment in 2014, so the 
contribution from trade to the growth equation, at least, will not be significantly negative. The US economy will accelerate and 
Europe will move into positive growth after a prolonged recession; China will post stable growth somewhere around 7.0–7.5%. 
Our latest forecast calls for Brazilian GDP to expand 1.0–1.2% in 2014, before accelerating to 1.9–2.1% in 2015. A more 
aggressive stance by the central bank against inflation may help improve business sentiment and investment.” The IMF 
forecasts real GDP growth of 1.3% in 2014 and 2% in 2015. Inflation stood at 6.6% in July from 6.5% the previous month. 

 
GDP composition, value added (% of GDP) 

 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Agriculture 5 5 5 6 

Industry 28 28 26 25 

Services 67 67 69 69 

    Source: The World Bank 

 
 The HSBC Brazil Manufacturing PMI reflected worsening operating conditions for a fourth consecutive month in July 2014. Both 

output and new orders fell as the economy slowed. The PMI posted 49.1 in July up from 48.7 in June reflecting a fall in output 
albeit at a slower pace than in June. Capital goods producers were the only sub-sector who saw an improvement in business 
conditions. Evidence showed that lower production was linked to the World Cup. Additionally a drop in overall demand was 
related to the World Cup as new orders and overseas business fell during the month . 

 The national statistics agency reported a 1.4% fall in industrial production. The industrial sector is facing headwinds as a result of 
higher interest rates impacting on domestic demand and a stronger currency which makes exports less competitive. The central 
bank has kept the benchmark Selic (BZSTSETA) rate at 11% since April after raising it from 7.25% in 2013 in order to stifle 
demand and contain inflation. 

 Consumer confidence has continued to drop since April 2012 due to high inflation and weak economic growth. However 
confidence levels have risen partly attributable to the World Cup. The consumer confidence index measured by the think tank 
Fundação Getúlio Vargas (FGV) rose to 106.9 in July from 103.8 in June. 

 In March Standard & Poor’s cut Brazil’s sovereign credit rating to BBB- from BBB, the lowest level of investment grade as a result 
of sluggish growth and expansionary fiscal policies. Additionally Moody’s recently stated that “the credit-negative trends of 
lower growth and higher inflation suggest that macroeconomic conditions will not improve during the rest of the year, even 
after uncertainty surrounding the coming October general election fades away”. The ratings agency has forecast growth of 1.3% 
in 2014 and 1.5% in 2015. 

 Brazil recently issued $3.5 billion of government bonds in exchange for cash and old debt securities. The bonds are due in 2045. 
The country also sold $1.3 billion worth of seven year bonds in March, three day’s after Standard and Poor’s lowered the credit 
rating. 

 Argentina’s debt default will possibly affect Brazil’s economy; Brazilian exporters are forecasting lower sales while the greatest 
impact is likely to be felt in the auto industry. Brazil sends approximately 90% of its car exports to Argentina. However Brazil’s 
finance minister stated that the effect of Argentina’s default on Brazil was nonexistent for now. 

 Brazil’s travel and tourism sector had enjoyed a significant boost during the FIFA 2014 World Cup year according to the World 
Travel & Tourism Council (WTTC) when unveiling its Economic Impact 2014 report for Brazil. WTC is the global authority on the 
economic and social impact of the travel and tourism industry. Brazil has recently made moves towards eliminating visas for 
short haul trips for Mexican nationals with passports. The Economic Impact Report 2014 for Brazil shows that travel and tourism 
grew its total contribution to the Brazilian economy by 3.4% in 2013 and is predicted to grow its contribution by a further 5.2% 
during this world cup year and outperform the Brazilian economy by 3.6%. Domestic tourism makes up 95% of the sector’s 
contribution to the Brazilian economy.   

http://www.bloomberg.com/quote/BZSTSETA:IND�


 Given that China is a key trade partner of Brazil and that relations between the two countries will gain momentum at the recent 
BRICS Summit, Brazil can take advantage of the changing economic situation of its partner. 

 Brazil recorded a government budget surplus equal to 1.9% of the country’s gross domestic product in 2013. Government 
budget in Brazil averaged 2.0% of GDP from 1998 until 2013, reaching an all time high of 2.8% of GDP in 2008 and a record low 
of 0.8% of GDP in 1998. Brazil’s central government posted a primary budget deficit of 1.946 billion reais (US$865 million) in 
June.    

 President Dilma Rousseff’s administration has given up billions of dollars this year through tax cuts even as its fiscal 
management comes under scrutiny. Reduced levies on goods from furniture to automobiles comes as economists expect the 
world’s second-largest emerging market to grow at the slowest pace since the recession in 2009. While officials have reiterated 
pledges to meet this year’s fiscal goals, these results take the budget results further away from the target.  

 The primary surplus as a percentage of gross domestic product in the year through June was 1.4% of gross domestic product, 
compared with 1.5% last month, according to the central bank report issued in June 2014. Brazil’s government said in February 
it is targeting a 1.9% primary surplus target this year. 

 Brazil’s ranking improved by two places in the 2014 World Bank Doing Business Report, standing at 116 out of 189 economies. 
The greatest improvement was in “Resolving insolvency (+11)”. The categories that dropped by four points are the following: 
Dealing with Construction Permits, Registering Property and Getting Credit. 
 

Latest Trade Developments 

 
SA EXPORTS TO BRAZIL (TOP 5) 

2012 2013  
Products Iron & Steel R 1,670,370,080 Chemicals R 1,863,360,384 
Chemicals R 1,663,625,018 Products Iron & Steel R 1,419,093,500 
Mineral products R 1,497,661,701 Plastics & Rubber R 1,220,931,983 
Plastics & rubber R 766,554,379 Mineral products 

 
R 925,578,812 

Machinery R 498,450,231 Machinery R 34,148,913 
 
 Major exports from Brazil: Transport equipment, iron ore, soybeans, footwear, coffee, autos. 
 Major imports to Brazil: Machinery, electrical and transport equipment, chemicals products, oil, automotive parts,    electronics.  
 Main trading partners of Brazil: China, US, Argentina, Netherlands, Germany, South Korea. 
 SA’s exports to Brazil in 2011 totaled R5.9bn, R6.5bn in 2012, R6.3bn in 2013 and R3.4bn in Jan-June 2014. 
 SA’s imports from Brazil in 2011 totaled R12bn, R13.7bn in 2012, R15.5bn in 2013 and R7.4bn in Jan-June 2014. 
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